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Main Results

• Expectations Management: Committed monetary authority with a 
short-horizon sets inflation to planned inflation when there is 
exogenous imperfect credibility

• Endogenous mimicking

• Shows the inter-temporal  nature of expectations management and 
the dynamic evolution of credibility 

• Policymaker: Inflation rules can replace the commitment technology 
of the plan 
– Inflation reports are worthless in this setup of full information
– model stresses actions over words (and systematic behavior)

Should be seen as a workhorse model in which numerous extensions
are possible: shocks, micro-founded supply curve, historical 
episodes, instrument setting



• Long-run credibility reveals CB type 

• Short-run credibility Prob.  of implementing the policy.   (new)

• Mimicking

• Plan (new)

Rational expectations eq.

Updating

1. Expectations management and the plan

Motivating the Policymaker



Defining expectations management

• Alternative types
– (committed) central banker concerned with e(ρ, p) management
– (non committed) government is not concerned with e(ρ, p) Has the 

ability to disrupt the action in the short-run.

• The inflation plan (commitment devise) represents a compromise 
betw. types so that the committed can get the uncommitted to 
follow the plan – yet the model shows that reputation building can 
emerge.

• Expectations management in KLP involves all elements 
– short-run credibility (action in reference to the plan)
– long-run credibility  (ability to carry out the plan)
– mimicking                 (temptation or degree of commitment) 
– plan                           (defining a clear strategy) 



2. Episodes in Monetary Policy

• To understand the contours of the model let us consider 
alternative historical episodes with plans – inflation targets

• Help blunt the Blinder criticism
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Episodes: IT experiences with disinflation (regime change)



Episodes: IT experiences with disinflation (regime change)



Episodes: IT experiences with disinflation (regime change)



Episodes: IT experiences with disinflation



Episodes: IT experiences with stable inflation



Episodes: IT experiences with stable inflation



Can the model explain episodes of deflation?

Bernanke and others say that communication 
and the management of expectations are 
important. He obviously has a different model 
in mind.

The KLP model assumes that CB can control 
inflation and is therefore quiet on deflations 

More Episodes:



3. The Role of Gradualism/Sudden Drops

• Gradualism is a stylized fact of dynamic models of reputation 

Holmstrom (1999) Cole, Dow, and English (1995) Mailaith and 
Samuelson (2001) and Phelan (2006) 

Gradualism arises from the updating of beliefs not necessarily 
from expectations management.

• Does gradualism accord well with the evidence on long-run 
credibility? 

– Goodfriend (1995) “inflation scares” narrative analysis 
argues that the Fed gained credibility quickly and lost it 
slowly.  
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The Role of Gradualism/ Sudden Drops (cont.)

Do sudden stops in credibility accord well with the evidence?

• The model generates a sharp drop in credibility because any 
deviation from the plan sets long-run credibility back to zero 
irrespective of the sin.

• Long-run credibility is defined by (symmetric threshold)

• State variable, ρ, generates highly persistent series in inflation 
and output 
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(alternative tests to Ireland‘s cointegration tests)

1st Round of Preliminary Evidence: 

Tests of univariate models for unknown structural breaks in 
persistence

• Levin and Piger (2002) Inflation OECD countries

• Pivetta and Reis (2007) US inflation

• Cogley and Sargent (2002, 2005)

• Stock (2002)

• Taylor (2000)

2nd Round of Preliminary Evidence: 

Cobreaking in common features - no evidence


